Heather Briston, Corrigan Solari University Historian & Archivist, and Heather Ward, Humanities Librarian & Subject Specialist in History & Medieval Studies, are pleased to announce their course for spring term 2004, **LIB399 Primary Sources from the Inside Out: Exploring Uncharted Territory.**

This class will allow students to investigate manuscripts & archives by working with letters, diaries, film scripts, architectural plans, photographs, or other materials; extend the boundaries of historical knowledge by using collections few have seen before; take their research skills to the next level; find out where primary sources are and why they matter; and earn 4 upper division credits. The class will meet Tuesdays & Thursdays 10:00AM-Noon in the Knight Library.

For more information see [http://libweb.uoregon.edu/courses/lib399heather/](http://libweb.uoregon.edu/courses/lib399heather/) or contact us at hbriston@uoregon.edu or hward@uoregon.edu.

Sincerely,
Heather Ward & Heather Briston